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“For more than 40 years, Latin American Perspectives has been a window open to critical thinking and interdisciplinary dialogues on Latin America. No other English language journal has succeeded in incorporating so many Latin American intellectuals as authors and editors. Its bi-monthly publication has been fundamental in maintaining academic and political dialogues between the North and the South of the Americas.”

— Rosalva Aida Hernández Castillo, CIESAS, Mexico City
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Calls for Manuscripts

Latin American Perspectives (LAP) publishes six issues per year and is currently receiving manuscripts for the thematic issues listed below. We also accept manuscripts on other topics that are published in non-thematic issues.

- Puerto Rico’s Political, Social, Economic and Financial Crises
- Israel, Palestine, and Latin America: Conflictual Relationships
- Neoliberalism and Higher Education in Latin America
- Social Struggle in Neoliberal Central America
- Vivir Bien and Post-neoliberal Development Paths in Latin America
- Progressive Governments & Class Strategies: Populist & Pragmatic Policies
- Democracy, Repression and the Defense of Human Rights
- The Urban Informal Economy Revisited
- Politics, Society and Culture in Post-Conflict Peru

Manuscripts should be no longer than 8,000 words of paginated, double-spaced 12 point text with 1-inch margins, including notes and references, with an abstract of approximately 150 words and 5 keywords, plus a separate cover sheet with author identification, affiliation and contact information, including e-mail and postal addresses. Manuscripts may be submitted in English, Spanish, or Portuguese. LAP will translate manuscripts accepted in languages other than English. If you do not write in English with near native fluency, we prefer to receive manuscripts in your first language. The full calls for papers, submission and style guidelines, and description of the review process are available on the Latin American Perspectives website at latinamericanperspectives.com under the “Submit to LAP” tab. For LAP’s general editorial orientation, see our Mission Statement under the “About” tab. Manuscripts should be sent to lap@ucr.edu with your name and “Manuscript submission for [Name] issue” in the subject line. We also consider proposals for thematic issues submitted by guest editors. For additional information, contact Associate Managing Editor Rosalind Bresnahan at rosalind568@gmail.com.
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“For more than four decades Latin American Perspectives has been the journal to turn to for critical perspectives on the region’s complex socio-economic and political processes. It would be difficult to teach Latin American Studies without it.”

- Carmen Diana Deere, Distinguished Professor of Latin American Studies and Food & Resource Economics, University of Florida
MEET THE AUTHORS

Don’t miss the following Latin American Perspectives sessions in the LASA Exhibit Hall in Americas Hall I on Saturday, May 28th:

11:15-12:10
21st-Century Left Movements & Governments

12:10-12:30
Collective Memory & Social Mobilization
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